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The final selection of Advisory
Committee members and alternates is
made by the Secretary.
Dated: March 12, 2018.
Greg Ibach,
Under Secretary, Marketing and Regulatory
Programs.
[FR Doc. 2018–05314 Filed 3–15–18; 8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Purpose and Need for Action

Forest Service

Wildfire affected the project area one
year after environmental analysis and
before implementation. The original
purpose, to improve the mix of
vegetation and structure across the
landscape to make it more resilient to
wildfire, remains on those acres not
impacted by the 2017 Park Fire. Fuel
reduction treatments can influence fire
behavior to enhance community
protection and allow fire to function in
its natural role.

Helena-Lewis and Clark National
Forest; Montana; Stonewall Vegetation
Project
Forest Service, USDA.
ACTION: Notice of intent to prepare a
Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement.
AGENCY:

The Helena-Lewis and Clark
National Forest, Lincoln Ranger District,
Montana, intends to prepare a
Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement (SEIS) for the Stonewall
Vegetation Project. The project area was
impacted by wildfire in 2017 and a
preliminary analysis of those effects has
shown that supplemental analysis
should be completed to assess the
change in conditions resulting from the
Park Creek Fire.
DATES: The Draft SEIS is expected May
2018, and the Final SEIS is expected
August 2018.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Laura Conway, Team Leader, (406) 791–
7739; lconway@fs.fed.us. Additional
information concerning this project may
be obtained at https://www.fs.usda.gov/
helena.
Individuals who use
telecommunication devices for the deaf
(TDD) may call the Federal Information
Relay Service (FIRS) at 1–800–877–8339
between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m., Eastern
Time, Monday through Friday.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The
Stonewall Vegetation Project Record of
Decision (ROD) was signed by HelenaLewis and Clark Forest Supervisor
William Avey on August 25, 2016 and
with it, the Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS) was released to the
public. The project was preliminarily
enjoined by a court order and therefore
implementation had not begun.
In July 2017, two wildfires ignited in
the project area, eventually burning
18,000 acres, 13,390 of which were in
the Stonewall project area. The fire
burned all or portions of 16 treatment
units, totaling 2,719 acres. Treatment
units possessing viable harvest potential
will be carried forward for analysis in
SUMMARY:
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this SEIS. The SEIS will supplement the
Stonewall Vegetation Project FEIS by
providing an updated analysis of
environmental effects in light of the
acres impacted by the Park Fire in July
and August of 2017. Only those
resources measurably affected by the
changed baseline will be analyzed in the
SEIS. These resources include soils,
hydrology, fuels, vegetation, economics,
fisheries and wildlife habitat.
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Proposed Action
The proposed action consists of
approximately 1890 acres of treatments
included in the selected alternative in
the ROD. These treatments include 550
acres of pre-commercial thinning, 19
acres of improvement cuts, 345 acres of
shelterwood cuts, 65 acres of clearcut,
25 acres of sanitation cuts, 300 acres of
low intensity prescribed fire, and 555
acres of whitebark pine restoration. Less
than one mile of temporary road is
proposed, and this would be obliterated
after implementation. Maintenance
would occur on up to 31 miles of road.
The proposed action includes the sitespecific forest plan amendment for elk
habitat as described in the 2016 ROD.
Responsible Official
Helena-Lewis and Clark Forest
Supervisor.
Nature of Decision To Be Made
The decision will authorize vegetation
treatments remaining under the Selected
Alternative based on the updated
analysis.
Preliminary Issues
Preliminary issues identified include
lynx habitat, elk security, hiding cover,
and thermal cover.
Scoping Process
A Notice of Intent (NOI) published on
January 13, 2010 initiated the scoping
process for the Stonewall Vegetation
Project. The start of a 30-day scoping
period began on January 16, 2010. In
accordance with 40 CFR 1502.9(c)(4), no
scoping will be conducted for this SEIS.
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The Draft SEIS will be available for
public comment as required by 40 CFR
1503.1. The Draft SEIS will be
announced for public review and
comment in Federal Register, on the
Forest’s website https://
www.fs.usda.gov/projects/helena/
landmanagement/projects and in the
Helena Independent Record. The
Helena-Lewis and Clark Forest
Supervisor will issue a draft modified or
new ROD after evalutating the SEIS and
public comments. An objection period
for the decision will be provided,
consistent with 36 CFR part 218.
Authority
This NOI is being published pursuant
to regulation (40 CFR 1508.22)
implementing the procedural provision
of the National Environmental Policy
Act fof 1969, as amended (42 U.S.C.
4321 et seq.).
Dated: February 22, 2018.
Glenn P. Casamassa,
Associate Deputy Chief, National Forest
System.
[FR Doc. 2018–05320 Filed 3–15–18; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3411–15–P

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Foreign-Trade Zones Board
[S–01–2018]

Approval of Subzone Expansion; Lam
Research Corporation; Fremont,
Livermore and Tracy, California
On January 3, 2018, the Executive
Secretary of the Foreign-Trade Zones
(FTZ) Board docketed an application
submitted by the City of San Jose,
grantee of FTZ 18, requesting an
expansion of Subzone 18F, subject to
the existing activation limit of FTZ 18,
on behalf of Lam Research Corporation,
in Fremont, Livermore and Tracy,
California.
The application was processed in
accordance with the FTZ Act and
Regulations, including notice in the
Federal Register inviting public
comment (83 FR 2424, January 17,
2018). The FTZ staff examiner reviewed
the application and determined that it
meets the criteria for approval. Pursuant
to the authority delegated to the FTZ
Board Executive Secretary (15 CFR Sec.
400.36(f)), the application to expand
Subzone 18F was approved on March
12, 2018, subject to the FTZ Act and the
Board’s regulations, including Section
400.13, and further subject to FTZ 18’s
2,000-acre activation limit.
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Dated: March 13, 2018.
Andrew McGilvray,
Executive Secretary.

Korea and Taiwan.2 We received no
comments from other interested parties.

[FR Doc. 2018–05369 Filed 3–15–18; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3510–DS–P

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
International Trade Administration
[A–580–839, A–583–833]

Polyester Staple Fiber From the
Republic of Korea and Taiwan:
Initiation of Changed Circumstances
Reviews, and Consideration of
Revocation of the Antidumping Duty
Orders in Part
Enforcement and Compliance,
International Trade Administration,
Department of Commerce.
SUMMARY: Based upon a request from
DAK Americas, LLC, Nan Ya Plastics
Corporation, America, Auriga Polymers,
and Palmetto Synthetics LLC (i.e., the
domestic producers), the Department of
Commerce (Commerce) is initiating
changed circumstances reviews to
consider the possible revocation, in
part, of the antidumping duty (AD)
orders on polyester staple fiber (PSF)
from the Republic of Korea (Korea) and
Taiwan with respect to low-melt PSF.
DATES: Applicable March 16, 2018.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Emily Halle or Nicholas Czajkowski,
AD/CVD Operations, Enforcement and
Compliance, International Trade
Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1401 Constitution Avenue
NW, Washington, DC 20230; telephone
(202) 482–0176 or (202) 482–1395,
respectively.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
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Background
On May 25, 2000, Commerce
published the AD orders on PSF from
Korea and Taiwan.1 On December 8,
2017, the domestic producers requested
that Commerce conduct changed
circumstances reviews pursuant to
section 751(b)(1) of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended (the Act) and 19 CFR
351.216(b) with respect to any coarse
denier low-melt PSF that may be
currently covered by the Orders to avoid
any potential overlap in coverage
between the Orders and the pending
less-than-fair-value investigations of
low-melt polyester staple fiber from
1 See Notice of Amended Final Determination of
Sales at Less Than Fair Value: Certain Polyester
Staple Fiber from the Republic of Korea and
Antidumping Duty Orders: Certain Polyester Staple
Fiber from the Republic of Korea and Taiwan, 65
FR 33807 (May 25, 2000) (Orders).
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Scope of the Orders
The product covered by the orders is
certain polyester staple fiber (PSF). PSF
is defined as synthetic staple fibers, not
carded, combed or otherwise processed
for spinning, of polyesters measuring
3.3 decitex (3 denier, inclusive) or more
in diameter. This merchandise is cut to
lengths varying from one inch (25 mm)
to five inches (127 mm). The
merchandise subject to these orders may
be coated, usually with a silicon or
other finish, or not coated. PSF is
generally used as stuffing in sleeping
bags, mattresses, ski jackets, comforters,
cushions, pillows, and furniture.
Merchandise of less than 3.3 decitex
(less than 3 denier) currently classifiable
under the Harmonized Tariff Schedule
of the United States (HTSUS) at
subheading 5503.20.00.25 is specifically
excluded from these orders. Also
specifically excluded from these orders
are polyester staple fibers of 10 to 18
denier that are cut to lengths of 6 to 8
inches (fibers used in the manufacture
of carpeting). In addition, low-melt PSF
is excluded from these orders. Low-melt
PSF is defined as a bi-component fiber
with an outer sheath that melts at a
significantly lower temperature than its
inner core.
The merchandise subject to these
orders is currently classifiable in the
HTSUS at subheadings 5503.20.00.45
and 5503.20.00.65.3 Although the
HTSUS subheadings are provided for
convenience and customs purposes, the
written description of the merchandise
under the orders is dispositive.
Proposed Revocation of the Orders
The domestic producers propose that
the Orders be revoked with respect to
coarse denier low-melt PSF. Should
Commerce determine to revoke the
Orders, in part, the domestic producers
propose that Commerce replace the
language currently in the scope, ‘‘{i}n
addition, low-melt PSF is excluded from
these orders. Low-melt PSF is defined as
a bi-component fiber with an outer
sheath that melts at a significantly lower
temperature than its inner core,’’ with
2 See Low Melt Polyester Staple Fiber from the
Republic of Korea and Taiwan: Initiation of LessThan-Fair-Value Investigations, 82 FR 34277 (July
24, 2017); see also Low Melt Polyester Staple Fiber
from the Republic of Korea: Preliminary Affirmative
Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value,
Preliminary Affirmative Determination of Critical
Circumstances, in Part, Postponement of Final
Determination, and Extension of Provisional
Measures, 83 FR 4906 (February 2, 2018).
3 These HTSUS numbers have been revised to
reflect changes in the HTSUS numbers at the suffix
level.
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the following language: ‘‘{i}n addition,
low-melt PSF is excluded from these
orders. Low-melt PSF is defined as a bicomponent polyester fiber having a
polyester fiber component that melts at
a lower temperature than the other
polyester fiber component.’’
Initiation of Changed Circumstances
Reviews, and Consideration of
Revocation of the Orders, in Part
Pursuant to section 751(b)(1) of the
Act, Commerce will conduct a changed
circumstances review upon receipt of a
request an interested party that shows
changed circumstances sufficient to
warrant a review of an order.4 In
accordance with 19 CFR 351.216(d),
Commerce determines that the
information submitted by the domestic
producers constitutes sufficient
evidence to conduct changed
circumstances reviews of the Orders.
Section 782(h)(2) of the Act and 19
CFR 351.222(g)(1)(i) provide that
Commerce may revoke an order (in
whole or in part) if it determines that
producers accounting for substantially
all of the production of the domestic
like product have expressed a lack of
interest in the order, in whole or in part.
In addition, in the event Commerce
determines that expedited action is
warranted, 19 CFR 351.221(c)(3)(ii)
permits Commerce to combine the
notices of initiation and preliminary
results. In its administrative practice,
Commerce has interpreted
‘‘substantially all’’ to mean producers
accounting for at least 85 percent of the
total U.S. production of the domestic
like product covered by the order.5
The domestic producers did not
submit any documentation supporting
their claim that they account for
substantially all of the domestic
production of PSF. We are providing
interested parties with the opportunity
to address the issue of domestic
industry support with respect to this
requested partial revocation of the
orders, as explained below. After
examining comments, if any, concerning
domestic industry support, Commerce
will issue the preliminary results of
these changed circumstances reviews.
4 See

19 CFR 351.216.
e.g., Certain Cased Pencils from the
People’s Republic of China: Initiation and
Preliminary Results of Antidumping Duty Changed
Circumstances Review, and Intent To Revoke Order
in Part, 77 FR 42276 (July 18, 2012), unchanged in
Certain Cased Pencils from the People’s Republic of
China: Final Results of Antidumping Duty Changed
Circumstances Review, and Determination To
Revoke Order, in Part, 77 FR 53176 (August 31,
2012).
5 See,
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